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Abstract. Let Tbe a bounded linear operator on C(X), X com-

pact Ti, with 2T = 1. We define Mr to be the subalgebra of C(X)
consisting of g such that T(fg) = TfTg for all/, and give a character-

ization of Mr. We apply the characterization to the multiplicative

behavior of regular matrices, considering these as linear operators on

C(ßN\N). We also relate invariance properties of a matrix under

suitable mappings of the integers to topological properties of its

support set in ßN\N, and give an example of a nonnegative mul-

tiplicative matrix whose support set is nowhere dense in ßN\N.

Introduction. Let T = (amn) be a regular matrix, N the positive

integers, and Co the real functions on N which vanish at infinity.

Then T(co)Eco, so T induces in a natural way a linear operator on

C(ßN\N) with norm

||r|| = lim sup (m-+ ») ¿2 I a<nk\        (cf- I1])-
k

This leads us to consider general operators on C(X), X compact

Hausdorff, with the aim of establishing theorems applicable to

classical summability theory.

In the first section we characterize the subalgebra MT of C(X)

consisting of g such that T(fg) = TfTg for all /, and relate MT to the

"support set" K of the operator T. In the second section we indicate

how some known results on multiplicative summability follow easily

from our characterization of Mr, and give a proof of a known theorem

on the topological nature of the support set of a regular matrix. In

the third section we show how a known relationship between motions

of the integers and regular matrices may be used in the study of the

topological nature of support sets. In the fourth section we give an

example of a nonnegative regular multiplicative matrix such that

lim (?»—>») s\ip{amk:k E A7} =0,

and whose support set K in ßN\N is nowhere dense.

In the sequel, C*(N) will be the bounded real valued functions on

N. IifEC*(N),f will be its extension to ßN, and /* the restriction
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of/' to ßN\N. If A CN, A' will be the closure of A in ßN, and A*

= A'n(ßN\N).UWCC*(N),W*={f*:fEW}.

1. The algebra MT.

1.1 Definition. Let X be a compact Tj space, T a bounded linear

operator on C(X) such that 71 = 1,

MT = \gEC(X) : T(fg) = (Tf)(Tg) for aIl/£C(X)},

CT = {/£ C(X) : Tf = constant}.

For each pEX, let mp be the Borel measure representing the func-

tional /—K I/) (p), let ifj, be the support set of mp, and K= closure

yj{Kp:pEX}.We call JÍ the support set of T.

Clearly, MT is a Banach algebra with unity. If X=ßN\N and T

is an operator on C(X) induced by a regular matrix, as mentioned in

the Introduction, then Ct is essentially the bounded convergence

field of T.

1.2 Theorem. gEMT iff g is constant on each KP. If M'T = restric-

tions to K of Mr, then T acts as a Banach algebra isometry of M'T into

C(X).

Proof. If g=a on L=KP, then since 1 = (7T)(J>) =fdmp, we have

(Tg)(p)=¡Lgdmp=a. Hence if fEC(X), (Tfg)(p)=fLfgdmp
= aJLfdmp = Tg(p)Tf(p). Hence gEMT. Conversely if (Tfg)(p)
= (Tf)(p)(Tg)(p) for each/£C(X), then

0 =  f fgdntp -  f f(Tg)(p)dmp =  f f(g- Tg(p))dmp.

Thus g— Tg(p)\L is orthogonal to C(L), whence g—Tg(p) is iden-

tically zero on L.

We have shown that KPEg~1(Tg(p)) for each gEMT and pEX,

so the last assertion is immediate.

1.3 Theorem. If either T^O, or Kp has at most two points for each

p, then gEMT iff T(g*) = (Tg)*.

Proof. If gEMT, the conclusion is trivial. For the converse, first

assume 7^0. Then each mp is a positive probability measure, and

we have J g2dmp = (f gdmv)%. Thus we have equality in the Cauchy-

Schwartz inequality for the elements g and 1 of L2(m). Hence 1 and

g are linearly dependent in L2(m), and it follows easily that g is

constant on Kp, so 1.2 implies gEMt-

If Kp= [r, s), then (Tg)(p) =ag(r)+bg(s) with a+b = l, and it is

easy to check that (Tg2)(p) = Tg(p)2 iff g(r) =g(s).
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1.4 Counterexample. Let T be the operator on C(ßN\N) in-

duced by the matrix operator

(Tif)(n) =f(3n - 2) + f(3n - 1) - f(3n).

It is easy to see that for each pEßN\N, KP contains three points.

Let f EC*(N) satisfy f(3n-l) =f(3n), so (Tif)(n) =f(3n-2), and
clearly Tif2 = (Tif)2, and the same holds for the extension/* of/

to ßN\N. Unless lim/(w) =0, the extension of/ to ßN\N will not be

constant on each Kp. For if Kp= {r, s, t], then we have, say, f*(s)

= ~f*(t) ; so if/* is constant on Kp, then 0 =f*(s) =/*(i) =/*(r).

Suppose, in addition, that« = lim„_M/(3w — 2) exists, so/*GCr\ifr.

Then (f*)nECT\MT for all n, and T(f*)n =an.

1.5 Theorem. gECrC\MT iff g\K is constant. If, further, T satisfies
the conditions of 1.3, then the following are equivalent: (a) Ct is a Banach

algebra, and the restriction of T to CT is multiplicative, (b) CtEMt, i.e.,

CT={fE C(X) :f\K = constant ).

Proof. The first assertion follows from 1.2 and the relevant defi-

nitions. That (b) implies (a) in the second assertion is obvious. To

show (a) implies (b), suppose gECT\Mr. If g2^Cr, then Ct is not

an algebra, while if g2ECT, then 1.3 implies T(g2)9i(Tg)2, so Pis not

multiplicative on Ct-

1.6 Remark. Suppose T is an operator on C(ßN\N) induced by a

regular matrix. If the convergence field Ct is a Banach algebra and

T is multiplicative, then the support set K of Definition 1.1 is the

same as the set F(cp) of the paper of Henriksen [4, p. 432 ].

1.7 Theorem. Let T be an operator on C(ßN\N) induced by a regular

matrix. Then the subalgebras MT and T(Mt) are both "■large'1'' sub-

algebras in the following sense : for each nonvoid open V in ßN\N, there

exists gEMT which takes the values 0 and 1 on V and likewise for

T(MT).

Proof. The proof is essentially contained in the paper of G. M.

Petersen [7]. The sequences which are derived, as in the lemma of

p. 257, from the basic sequence {uk\, have extensions to ßN\N

which are elements of Mr- This is best seen by modifying the com-

putation at the bottom of p. 257 to show that if r=r\rn\ is the

sequence derived from the {uk}, and s= {sn} is any other sequence

(it need not be null), then

lim f  ¿2 amnsnrn — ¿2 amnsn ¿2 <Wn j -= 0.
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In the proof of Theorem 2 of that paper it is shown essentially that

given a zero set in ßN\N, a suitable choice of zeros and ones in \uk\

will give an {rn} whose extension to ßN\N is in Mt and which takes

the values 0 and 1 on the zero set; and another suitable choice will

give an element of T(Mt) which does the same.

2. Applications to summability. The results of the preceding section

lead to alternative proofs of some of the results in the paper [ó] of

Hill and Sledd. Due to limitations of space we must leave the details

to the reader. We point out only that if | A | is as on p. 410 of their

paper, then | .41 * = (CT)*r\(MT)*.

We now give a theorem on the topological nature of the support

set of an operator on C(ßN\N) induced by a positive matrix. This

result was announced without proof by Henriksen and Isbell [S],

along with several other interesting results. Theorem 4.1 of Hill and

Sledd [ó] (also announced without proof in [S]) is easily seen to be

equivalent to this result. Since a direct proof seems not to exist in

print, we give one here. The proof is based on an idea of Rudin [ll ].

2.1 Theorem. Let T=(tmk) be a nonnegative matrix whose columns

are null sequences and whose rows are a bounded subset of I1, and let K

be the support set in ßN\N of the operator on C(ßN\N) induced by T.

IffEC(ßN\N) and f vanishes on K, then f vanishes on a neighborhood

ofK.

Proof. Let ÍF be the class of subsets A of N such that T —

lim(l — xa) —0, and A* be as in the Introduction. Then K

= f]{A*:AE3}. It is easy to check that it suffices to prove that if

AkE$, k = l, 2, ■ ■ -, then there exists AE$ such that A*EV\k(Ak)*,

or, equivalently [ll], A\Ak isfinite for k = 1, 2, • • • .

We assume without loss of generality that for each m, the mth

row Tm of T has finite support (tmk =0 for all but a finite number of k)

[8, p. 82]. Now it is easy to see that AiC\ • • ■ r\AkE$ for each k.

Choose m(l) <m(2) < • • • such that if gk is the characteristic func-

tion of Aii~} ■ ■ -C\Ak, then Tm(\— gk)<k_1 for m^m(k). Choose

re(l)<re(2)< • • • such that support TmQ [0, n(k)) whenever

mE[m(k), m(k + l)). Let Bk=A1r\ ■ ■ ■ r\AkC\ [O, n(k)) and A

= {JkBk- For each k, ^Vl* is finite. Further if mE[m(k), m(k + l)),

then Tm(l —gk) = Tm(l —xs*)- So

Tm(\ -7u)Ú TJX - XBk) < k~\

Hence A ££F.
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3. Relation to invariant means. In this section w will be a one-one

mapping of the positive integers N, whose range has finite comple-

ment. If n^irkn for all k and n, ir is called a motion. MT is the set of

7T-invariant positive linear functionals on C*(N) such that <j>(i) =1,

and

Vr={jE C*(N):<p(f) = <f>'(f) for all <*>, <b' E Mr\.

If T=(amn) is a regular matrix transform, we say T is ir-invariant if

lim (m —> » ) T(f - /o ir)(m) = 0

for each fEC*(N). This terminology is from the paper of Raimi

[lO], in which appears the

Theorem. T is w-invariant iff

lim (m —> ») ^2 I a»>* — amT(k) \   = 0.
k

If ir is a motion, and the above holds, then VTECT, where Ct is the con-

vergence field of T, and <p(f) = P—lim(/) for each <t>EMT whenever

fEVT.

(The assumption that ir is a motion is clearly not needed in Raimi's

proof of the first sentence.)

We relate the invariance properties of T to the sets Ct and MT,

where Ct is the convergence field of T and

MT = {gEC*(N):T(fg)(m) - (Tf)(m)(Tg)(m) -> 0 for all/G C*(N)\.

(Note that (CT)* and (MT)* then correspond to the induced operator

on C(N*), as in Definition 1.1.) We show in particular that if T is

invariant for some motion x, then T cannot be multiplicative in the

sense of Henriksen [4]. Now if T is invariant for a motion ir, then an

elementary calculation gives

lim (m—>») sup{ \amk\ :k E N} =0,

so it is natural to conjecture that under this last condition T cannot

be multiplicative. In §4 we produce a counterexample to this, namely

a positive multiplicative matrix Pwith lim (?w—►») sao{amk'-kEN}

= 0. We show further that the support set K of T is nowhere dense

in ßN\N, hence is not a Gs. This illuminates the question raised by

Henriksen [4, p. 432 ] regarding the topological nature of the support

set of a multiplicative matrix.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose T is invariant under the motion w, and

gEMr- Then g* =g* otr on the set K.
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Proof. By Theorem 1.2 if (M'f)* are restrictions of elements of

(Afr)* to K, then T acts as an isometry of (M'T)*. Now the invariance

of T under ir implies T(f*) = T(f* o ir) for the induced operator acting

on C(ßN\N), and for g*E(MT)*, T(g*)=T(g* ow) implies g*

= g* ox on K.

On pp. 430 and 431 of [4], Henriksen notes that a submatrix of

the identity is always a multiplicative method on the space of all

(bounded and unbounded) sequences, and that according to a result

of Mazur and Orlicz, these are the only multiplicative methods.

The situation is quite different when we consider only bounded

sequences, as the following theorem and the example of §4 will show.

(Note also example (3.3) of [4].)

Theorem 3.2. Suppose lim (m—*<») sup{ |omi| :kEN\ =0. Then

K is not an open set in ßN\N.

Proof. Assuming K is open, we shall obtain a contradiction. Since

K is open and closed in ßN\N, there is an infinite LC.N such that K

= L*. By Theorem 1.7, (MT)* contains a nonconstant/, and we may

assume/ = g* for some gEC*(N) which is constantly equal to

2-1{lim sup g(«) + lim inf g(«)}

on the complement of L. By regularity of T we may assume (cf.

[3]) that there exist sequences X(l) <X(2) < • • • and m(i) <m(2)

< • • • such that mE[m(k), m(k-\-V)) implies amn = 0 for re

£[X(fc-l), X(fc-r-l)]. We now choose re(l) <re(2)< • • •  as follows:

lim (k —* 00) g(n(2k)) = lim sup g(n),

lim (k —> 00) g(n(2k + 1)) = lim inf g(n),

and an interval [X(& — 1), X(& + 1)] contains at most two elements

of the sequence [n(k)\. Define ir\N—*N by ir(n(k))=n(k + \) and

7T = identity on the complement of \n(k)}. Then clearly / o x^/ on

K. We shall show that T is invariant under ir, obtaining a contra-

diction to Theorem 3.1. Since {«(&)} intersects [\(k — l), \(k + i)]

at most twice, if mE [m(k), m(k + l) ] we have

2 I o-nk — amrk I   ^ 4 sup{ I amk | : k £ N\.
k

But by hypothesis the right side goes to zero as w—> °°.

Theorem 3.3. If T is nonnegative, and is invariant under some

motion ir then the support set K of Tis nowhere dense in ßN\N.
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Proof. By the theorem of Raimi cited above, VTQCT. If AEN

is a set of ir-density 1 [9, 1.7], then P-lim xa = L LetfEC(ßN\N)
be the characteristic function of A*. Then for each pEßN\N, 1

= (Tf)(p)=ffdmp, so KPEA*. Hence KEA*. By Definition 2.3
and Theorem 2.7 of [9] the intersection of all such A* is nowhere

dense in ßN\N, hence so is K.

Theorem 3.4. Suppose T is invariant under a motion ir. Then T is

not multiplicative.

Proof. Again, V,ECt, and it suffices to produce a gG V with

<t>(g) =0, <p(g2) =1 for all $EMT. By Corollary 4.9 of [2] we may as-

sume ir is a "half-cycle", i.e., there is a p such that the complement

of \p, Tp, ir2p, • • • } is finite. We define g(irkp) to be 1 if k is even,

— 1 if k is odd, and let g be 1 elsewhere. By Lemma 6 of[lo],

{p, ir2p, ir4p, • • • } and {irp, T3p, tPp, • • • } each have 7r-density

1/2, and it follows easily that <j>(g) =0 for each <j>EMT. Since g2 = l

we have <p(g2) = 1.

4. The example. We will need the

Lemma. If T is nonnegative, then T is multiplicative iff lim Tg = 0

implies lim Pg2=0.

Proof. In view of Theorem 1.5 it suffices to show that for the

induced operator on C(N*), (CT)*E(MT)* iff Pg*=0 implies T(g*)2

= 0. If (Ct)*E(Mt)*, the desired conclusion follows from 1.3. Con-

versely if the condition is satisfied, let/GCV, so that, say, Tf*=k.

Let  g*=f*-k.  Then   Pg*=0,  so  0 = T(g*)2 = T(f*)2-2k Tf*+k2

= T(f*)2-k2, or P(/*)2 = (P(/*))2 for any/GCV Now if/, gECT,
write  /g=4-l((/+g)2-(/-g)2),   and   by   linearity   find    T(f*g*)

= T(f*)T(g*).
We now construct our example of a nonnegative regular matrix

which is multiplicative, and such that lim (m—>») sup{amk'-kEN\

= 0. T will have the form

[MM      '     1I 1.      •
0

Each row of the wth block will have length 2n. Half of the terms are

w_1 and half are 0. For each possible ordering of these w_1's and O's,
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the reth block will contain a row ordered just this way. This matrix

was designed so as not to be invariant under any motion. If ir is a

motion, then clearly each block contains a row with

Z_,  I amk — amr(k) I    = 2.
*

Suppose lim (m—>=o) ^,kamkg(k) =0. We will prove

lim (m —» «i) 52 amkg(k)2 = 0.
*

We may assume —1 ^g^l. Let €>0, and suppose re is so large that

| ^2kamhg(k)\ <€ on the reth block. There exists L such that on this

block amk=0 if &£[Z,-r-l, Z,4-2re]. Let us assume that at least half

the numbers {g(Z-f-l), g(L + 2), • ■ • , g(L-\-2n)} are nonnega-

tive. (The alternative assumption leads to a similar proof.) If

g(L+k(l)), • • • , g(L-\-k(n)) are any re nonnegative terms, then by

using an appropriate row of the block we get (since — 1 g g g 1)

0<n-^{g(L + k(j)y:j=h- ••,»}

á re-i ¿2 {g(L + k(j)):j = 1, • • • , n\ < e.

Now4for an arbitrary row in the block the corresponding sum satisfies

(**) -e < re-1 £ {g(l + k(j)):j = 1, • • • , n\ < e.

Let 52'¿ an£I z3"g correspond to the nonnegative and the negative

terms of the sum. Then (*) implies 0^re-152'g2 = w_122'&<e- (The

positive terms can be extended to a set of « positive terms, and then

(*) applies.) Together with (**) this readily gives re-1 52" g> — 2e,

or

2e > re-i £" (-1) è re"1 52" (~g)2 = w"1 52" £2-

We now have

«-i 52 g2 = re-152' s2 + «-12" ?2 < 3*.

It follows that lim (m—>co) ^kamkg(k)2 = Q, and the proof is com-

plete.

To show the support set K of T is nowhere dense we first form a

new matrix T\ as follows: 7\ will consist of the same blocks as T does,

but each entry of the reth block will be the number (2w)_1. If/^0,

then 2Ti(f)^T(f)^0, so that if Ki is the support set of Tu then

KEKi. But it is easy to see that 7\ is invariant under the motion

7r(«) =w + 1. By Theorem 3.3, K\ is nowhere dense, hence so is K.
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5. Some questions, (a) It may be true that K is nowhere dense

whenever lim (m—»») sup{|ami| :kEN\ =0, but I have not been

able to show this.

(b) If Tisîr-invariant, then VtECt, so that the "size" of VT gives

information about that of Ct- For instance does VT ever separate

points of ßN\N? (Note that if T is multiplicative, then Ct consists

only of functions constant on the infinite closed set K, so that Ct

is small in a natural sense.)

(c) Is every infinite closed subset of ßN\N with the property

stated in Theorem 2.1 the support set of a regular matrix?

I have learned that question (b) has been answered in the affirma-

tive by Raimi, and the solution may soon be published. Thus if T is

invariant under some motion, then Ct separates points of ßN\N.

The question of whether this is the case if T is nonmultiplicative but

noninvariant remains open.

6. Final remarks. The ideas in §1 actually arose from an analysis

of Petersen's paper [7]. A closely related idea is that of "aping

sequences" due to Erdös and Piranian [3].

I am grateful to the referee for numerous suggestions regarding

style, as well as for a simplification in the proof of the lemma at the

beginning of §4.

Added in Proof. I have learned that the answer to question (a) is

affirmative and easy. R. A. Raimi informs me that question (b) is

also answered by S. P. Lloyd, Illinois J. Math. 14 (1970), p. 266. I
have been able to answer (c) in the negative; see Notices Amer. Math.

Soc, October, 1970.
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